


Overview
Rich City is an online social NFT game that uses Rich City 

Coin as its in-game currency. Players collect NFT items and 

are able to display them in their room. Each room functions 

as a chat room where you can hang out, chat or trade with 

other players. Discover a variety of condo buildings and 

other residences all over the world - each accompanied by a 

variety of amenities and special surprises!



Buy In-Game Real Estate

STUDIO (Free)

20 Tiles, 30-Inch TV 30 Tiles, 50-Inch TV 45 Tiles, 100-Inch TV

Balcony, Skyline View

BACHELOR PENTHOUSE

Purchase residences all over the world - ranging from studio apartments, to penthouse condos and more. Whatever you decide, feel 

free to make it your own - decorate and display your NFT collection however makes you feel at home! Residences can be purchased 

and sold, pre or post-construction, in the Rich City marketplace!



Open NFT Packs

NFT packs can be purchased in the marketplace.  

Each pack contains 3 common NFT items and 1 rare. 

Rare items are limited to at most 10,000 units. 

Keep an eye out for Super Rare and 1/1 Artifact NFTs!



You will find large common areas in each building, which every player will have access to - this is a safe, friendly

space to meet new friends and hang out. Additionally, you may create your own private room for just you

and your friends, as well as entering other private rooms if granted access.

Mix, Mingle & Meet with Other Players



Travel The World

Travel and vacation all over the world! 

New buildings and developments will be frequently 

released as Rich City continues to evolve and under-

go updates with new features.



Show Off Your Decorating Skills

Channel your inner interior designer; with a marketplace full of NFTs, decor & furniture to choose from. It’s easy to make your space feel like home!



 Our community has always taken precedence, as it is our top priority to ensure trust and reliability among 

users. This is why we have incorporated several communal destinations in Rich City, which will be an 

extension for our community members to enjoy virtual spaces to connect, hang out, socialize and more!

Check out Daddy Drew’s Club pictured above - just one of Rich City’s public spaces to meet and socialize with more community members.



Road Map

Release Rich City 

whitepaper

Community feedback

& improvements

App Store &

Google Play Store release

Future versions &

Improvements

Release NFT Marketplace

with 1st edition packs 

& pre-sale of 1st condo


